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Abstract 

Background Two-dimensional (2D) medical visualization techniques are often insufficient for displaying complex, 
three-dimensional (3D) anatomical structures. Moreover, the visualization of medical data on a 2D screen dur-
ing surgery is undesirable, because it requires a surgeon to continuously switch focus. This switching focus problem 
also results in extensive use of intraoperative radiation to gain additional insights for a 3D configuration. The use 
of augmented reality (AR) has the potential to overcome these problems, for instance by using markers on target 
points that are aligned with the AR solution. However, placing markers for a precise virtual overlay are time-costly, 
always have to be visible within the field of view and disrupt the surgical workflow. In this study, we developed 
ARCUS, a depth-based, markerless AR navigation system, which overlays 3D virtual elements onto target body parts 
to overcome the limitations of 2D medical visualization techniques.

Methods and results In a phantom study, our markerless ARCUS system was evaluated for accuracy and precision 
by comparing it to a Quick Response (QR) code-based AR registration method. The evaluation involved measuring 
the Euclidean distance between target points on a 3D-printed face and their corresponding points on the virtual 
overlay using a robotic arm for precise measurements. Correlations between the measuring points provided by our 
markerless system and the actual measuring points on the 3D-print were high, with promising consistent Euclidean 
distances between the 3D points and the virtual points generated by both our markerless system and the Vuforia QR 
Code system. We also show two clinical examples of ex vivo case studies on cadaveric human specimens where our 
markerless ARCUS system could be applicable to.

Conclusion The markerless AR navigation system holds strong potential as a 3D visualization method in clinical 
settings. While both ARCUS and the Vuforia QR code-based method fell short of meeting the surgical threshold 
of a 2 mm offset, our markerless system demonstrated promising features such as instant registration, markerless 
operation, and potential compatibility with non-rigid structures. Its automated virtual overlay onto target body parts 
offers significant advantages, paving the way for investigations into future clinical use.
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Introduction
Surgeons are confronted with complex anatomical cases 
on a daily basis. Insight in the specific anatomy of the 
patient, both before and during surgery, are an essen-
tial part of the success of the surgical outcome. Medical 
visualization techniques help achieve these insights into 
patient-specific anatomy. Especially three-dimensional 
(3D) imaging has been used in many surgical disciplines 
[1–4]. Typically, operating rooms are equipped with 2D 
monitors. However, 3D medical imaging data are difficult 
to display on a two-dimensional (2D) screen since the 
full perception of depth cannot be estimated. As a result, 
there could be a gap between the displayed medical 2D 
images and the actual 3D situation. This problem does 
not only occur preoperatively, but also intraoperatively 
when images are used as a reference during surgery.

During Image-Guided Surgery (IGS), surgeons have to 
switch their attention between the operating field and the 
screen that displays the two-dimensional medical patient 
data, causing a switching focus problem [5, 6]. Further-
more, in many cases, a large amount of radiation is used 
during complex surgeries to visualize the patient-specific 
problems, which is harmful to both patient and the surgi-
cal treatment team [7–10]

To overcome the abovementioned problems, a medi-
cal visualization method that offers full 3D insights in 
the real-time anatomical situation is desirable. Recent 
studies have shown that using virtual information and 
augmented reality (AR) on a head-mounted device 
could be used as a visualization technique for clinical 
applications [11–14]. These head-mounted AR devices 
can show virtual overlays, often referred to as “holo-
grams”, as if they were part of the real-life surround-
ings. Case studies using AR solutions that display 
anatomical virtual overlays preoperatively or intraop-
eratively have been published in vascular-, cardiotho-
racic-, neuro-, maxillofacial-, trauma- and orthopedic 
surgery [5, 14–24]. Unfortunately, a widely applicable, 
head-mounted hologram-guided surgery system that is 
robust to real-time movements does not yet exist. Cur-
rently, all medical AR registration methods incorporate 
the use of markers to ensure an accurate virtual overlay. 
The maximum acceptable offset for image-guided navi-
gation systems in different surgical specializations has 
been set to a range between 1 and 2 mm [25–29]. QR 
(Quick Response) codes or optical tracking markers can 
create a virtual overlay onto the operating field [30, 31]. 
Although these marker-based AR registration methods 

are promising, they suffer from a number of drawbacks: 
1)  They often need time-consuming calibrations dur-
ing surgery. 2) The markers must be specifically man-
ufactured for sterile use and have to be attached to a 
fixed point on the patient which needs to be visible at 
all times for the augmented reality device. 3) Markers 
always have to be visible within the field of view, dis-
rupting the surgical workflow. 4) The markers could 
add a systematic error to the total registration error. 5) 
Marker-based AR registration methods are only suit-
able for surgical procedures that include anatomical 
structures without movement. Because the position 
and orientation of the overlayed virtual element is reg-
istered onto the markers and not onto the anatomical 
structure itself the body part cannot be deformed dur-
ing surgery. 6) Marker-based registration methods can-
not compensate for soft-tissue movements, and the 3D 
virtual overlay can only be adapted to joint movements 
if every rigid structure around the joints contains a 
marker as well. These disadvantages of marker-based 
registration limit optimal usability in surgical situations 
[5, 24, 30–32].

A solution to the existing problems of marker-based AR 
registration methods may be found in a method where 
the registration is performed on the anatomical structure 
itself. Markerless registration methods that are used in 
the maintenance and aviation industry demonstrate the 
potential and ease of use of this visualization technique 
[33–35]. However, these markerless AR projection sys-
tems use edge-based registration onto the target object 
which specifically detect sharp edges and large changes 
in color contrast within a search environment. This type 
of AR registration is therefore not suitable for medical 
purposes, because the human body is characterized by 
smooth transitions and organic shapes. An alternative 
to edge-based AR registration was proposed by Gsaxner 
et al. [36, 37]. They introduced a depth-based markerless 
registration method and used artificial intelligence (AI) 
for facial recognition. Because the software registered 
facial features only, the invented technique was limited 
to applications that involve the face. Moreover, the use of 
AI for anatomical recognition is time-consuming, com-
putationally expensive, requires large amounts of data 
for training, and is often not patient-specific [38, 39]. 
This stands in sharp contrast with situations that include 
pathological shapes of anatomical surfaces, for example 
due to fractures or tumor presence, that are patient-spe-
cific and where data is sparse.

Keywords 3D medical visualization, Augmented reality, Holographic visualization, Markerless navigation, hologram-
guided surgery, mixed reality, Image-guided surgery, Computer vision, Markerless registration, 3D registration
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The currently available hologram-guided navigation 
methods all have limitations in their registration meth-
ods that make them not suitable for patient-related 
applications. A depth-based registration method might 
overcome these patient-related AR registration problems. 
However, research on its possible use for widely-appli-
cable clinical navigation system has not been reported. 
In this paper we introduce a depth-based registration 
method, the Augmented Reality for Clinical Understand-
ing and Surgery (ARCUS) system. The primary aim of 
this study is to introduce the opportunities  that such 
a depth-based, markerless registration method system 
offers, to  evaluate its feasibility and initial performance 
compared to a gold standard  and to determine possible 
future clinical applications.

Materials and methods
Markerless hologram‑guided registration method
The ARCUS system is the first markerless hologram-
guided registration method that could provide an imme-
diate 3D virtual overlay onto a wide range of anatomical 
targets without any use of markers. This markerless sys-
tem has the possibility to adapt to real-time movements 
and does not need extensive calibration.

The method described here has initially been built for 
the Microsoft HoloLens 2, a head-mounted device used 
for augmented and mixed reality [40]. It uses live depth 
data for registration onto a pre-operative, patient-specific 
surface model. However, the proposed real-time depth-
based markerless AR navigation method is certainly not 
exclusively applicable to the commercial hardware used 
in this research.

By using the HoloLens 2 Research Mode, the raw sen-
sor data of the HoloLens 2 are accessed. The Time-of-
Flight (ToF) depth sensor and the Inertial measuring 
Unit (IMU) sensors of the HoloLens 2 are used to access 

real-time positional data and depth data [41, 42]. Accord-
ing to the official whitepaper, the ToF depth-sensor has 
an error margin of 0 mm +—0.5 mm at an object distance 
of 1 m to an error margin of 2 mm + -1 mm at an object 
distance of 2  m in a surrounding with an ambient light 
level of 3 kLux, which is equal to office light [43, 44]. For 
near-to real-time registration of the preoperative models 
to the live depth data, fast point feature histogram (FPFH) 
elements are used for feature extraction of both point 
clouds, namely the reference model and target scene. 
Nearest-neighbor feature pairs are created between the 
point clouds by  using k-dimensional trees. These are 
used in combination with the TEASER +  + robust outlier 
filtering algorithm to achieve global registration [45–47] 
TEASER +  + is a rigid body registration algorithm with 
certain robustness due to the use of Truncated Least 
Squares (TLS), which makes it less susceptible for out-
liers in correspondence pairs. Lastly, a point-to-plane 
iterative-closest point algorithm is applied for a refined 
local registration [48]. The resulting virtual elements are 
visualized on the HoloLens 2. To examine both the initial 
performance and the main areas of improvement of this 
navigation system, an experiment on a 3D-printed phan-
tom was conducted. The precision and accuracy of the 
depth-based, markerless registration system were meas-
ured in a controlled environment and these scores were 
compared with  a commercially available AR overlaying 
system. An overview of the basic functions, inputs and 
outputs of the system is shown in Fig. 1.

Materials
3D‑printed face
We created a 3D-printed phantom in the form of the face 
of a male volunteer, shown in Fig. 2. This anatomical body 
part has a distinctive silhouette that varies from different 
angles and allows for comparison of our depth-based, 

Fig. 1 A schematic overview of the ARCUS system. Note. HL2 refers to HoloLens 2
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markerless registration method with commercially avail-
able edge-based registration systems. Measuring points 
were designed to be printed on 13 different places on 
the face. These points were conical holes with a depth 
of 3.00  mm and a base radius of 2.00  mm. Due to the 
irregular shape of the test object, the height of the cone-
shaped holes differed between places, however, the over-
all ratio was the same for all conical holes. The 3D model 
was printed on the Ultimaker S5 (Ultimaker BV, Gelder-
malsen, the Netherlands) with Ultimaker Pearl-White 
polylactic acid (PLA) filament [49, 50]. The object was 
3D-printed using an Ultimaker AA Core 0.4 mm nozzle 
with a layer height of 0.2 mm.

Robotic arm
To accurately assess the visualization error during the 
actual measurement of the real and virtual points as per-
ceived by the observer, a remote-controlled robotic arm 
was used to measure the exact location of each meas-
urement point on the 3D-printed face, as well as on the 
virtual overlay. The Adept Viper s850 (Adept Technol-
ogy Inc., Livermore, California) robotic arm is able to 
calculate its position in its own coordinate system with a 
repeatability of 0.05 mm, and is able to move in 6 degrees 
of freedom (df ) [51]. Three df ’s were used and the pitch, 
yaw and roll axes were kept constant throughout, so that 
each 3D position could only be reached from one orien-
tation. The research setup is displayed in Fig. 3.

3D‑printed measuring pointer
A measuring pointer was 3D-printed using PLA filament 
with the same printer settings as for the 3D-printed face. 
The tip of this pointer was a conical shape with a height 
of 1.00  mm and a base radius of 4.00  mm, to achieve 
an exact inverse shape to the measuring points on the 
model. The pointer was mounted on the robotic arm.

Fig. 2 The 3D-printed face that was used for measurements in this study. Left: Top view of the 3D print. Middle: Locations of all measuring points 
on the 3D-printed face as seen from a top view. Right: Side view of the 3D-printed face

Fig. 3 The robotic arm used in this research is shown with the 3D 
printer pointer attached onto it. The defined x-, y- and z-axis 
of the robotic arm coordinate system are illustrated
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Procedure
The initial performance of the ARCUS markerless system 
was assessed by conducting a phantom study. The printed 
3D face with measuring points (Fig. 2) was used to com-
pute the precision and accuracy of the virtual overlay. In 
addition, we compared the performance of the marker-
less system with a marker-based control technique, an 
augmented reality registration QR-code system created 
by Vuforia Augmented Reality Platform (PTC, Boston, 
United States). Both techniques were implemented into 
an augmented reality app using the Unity3D engine, ver-
sion 2019.4 [52].

The location of the QR-code was digitally planned in 
Unity3D, version 2019.4 to be at exactly the bottom left 
of the 3D-printed face.

Before measurements started, the 3D-printed face was 
secured onto the table with clamps to prevent it from 
moving. Next, the QR-code was positioned to the bottom 
left corner of the print to match its position on the digital 
planning with respect to the 3D print as precisely as pos-
sible. The QR-code was attached to the table, so that the 
virtual overlay would stay in place, even when the origi-
nal 3D-printed model would be removed.

Consecutively, both methods were used for creating 
a virtual overlay onto the 3D-printed face. This virtual 
overlay consisted of 13 virtual spheres with a diameter of 
1.00 mm.

The virtual measuring points yielded thirteen virtual 
spheres overlayed onto the 3D print of the face using 
each of the methods. Theoretically, in an ideal situation, 
these spheres would exactly be overlayed onto the conical 
tip of each real measuring point (Fig.  4). The difference 
between the real measuring points and the overlayed 

virtual points were measured with the robotic arm for 
each technique, determining its precision and accuracy.

The positions of the original measuring points on the 
3D print were measured twice by visually placing the 
conical tip of the robotic arm on the measuring point. 
The average of these two measurements for each point 
was considered the true coordinate of the measuring 
point. Next, a virtual overlay with the measuring points 
was placed onto the 3D print by using the markerless sys-
tem. Because the navigation system locks the virtual con-
tent in place, the 3D-printed face could be removed after 
registration. The virtually overlayed measuring points 
from the overlayed 3D model could then be measured by 
placing the conical tip of the robotic arm in the middle of 
a measuring point through visual inspection. The second 
measurement used the Vuforia control system with QR 
code for registration. Because the 3D print was attached 
to the table, the QR code and virtual overlay were kept in 
place.

The positions of the 13 virtual measurement points 
were next measured twice by the robotic arm for each 
of the two methods, after which the distance between 
each original point and virtual point was calculated. 
In Fig.  4, a superimposed virtual 3D model of the 
face on the 3D-printed face is shown for illustration 
of the workflow. Note that the virtual model of the 
face, as illustrated in this figure, was not overlayed 
on the 3D-printed face for the experiment. Instead, it 
was a virtual overlay containing the 13 green spheres 
as shown in Fig.  4, without the skin-colored surface 
model. The absolute distances between the 13 origi-
nal 3D print measuring points and virtually overlayed 
measuring points were analyzed using 1) the overlay 

Fig. 4 Left: The overlayed virtual 3D model onto the 3D-printed face as provided by the ARCUS system. Right: The planned measuring points used 
for the overlayed virtual 3D model are shown relative to the 3D model of the 3D-printed face. For the experiment itself, only the green spheres were 
displayed onto the 3D-printed face
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as provided by our markerless ARCUS system when 
registered onto the visible part of the target 3D model 
and 2) the marker-based control overlay as provided by 
the  QR system. Furthermore, the correlation between 
the measuring points of the markerless system and 
the actual 13 measuring points on the 3D-print was 
assessed by conducting a Pearson correlation test 
on the x, y and z dimensions, assessing the relative 
accuracy.

Results
The correlation between the coordinates of the actual 
3D-printed points and the coordinates of the ARCUS vir-
tual points was higher than 0.998, explaining practically 
all variance (x-axis r = 0.9997, p < 0.001, y-axis r = 0.9998, 
p < 0.001, z-axis r = 0.9982, p < 0.001) (Fig. 5).

The methods were compared on offset in millimeters 
between the real 3D-printed points and the virtually over-
layed points, expressed in Euclidean distance (Fig. 6). Our 
markerless system showed a mean Euclidian distance of 
12.443 mm (11.273 − 13.614) between the 3D-points and 

Fig. 5 The coordinates of the actual 3D-printed points plotted against the measured coordinates of the virtual points as overlayed by the ARCUS 
system for each axis in the robotic arm coordinate system. The linear line in each plot shows where an exact match would be
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the virtual points, while the QR Code system showed a 
mean distance of 5.018 mm (4.186 − 5.849) (Table 1). The 
mean offset of the overlay in each direction as provided 
by our markerless system is 2.324  mm (1.936 − 2.713) 
in the x-direction, -6.927  mm (-8.330 − -5.523) in the 
y-direction and 9.909 mm (9.174 − 10.644) in the z-direc-
tion, while the QR-code system provided an offset of 
-0.756 mm ( -2.849 − 1.336) in the x-direction, -3.334 mm 
(-4.266 − -2.401) in the y-direction and -0.913  mm 
(-1.584 − -0.242) in the z-direction.

Table  1 shows the mean accuracy and precision 
denoted as 95% confidence interval for the mean for both 
methods.

Ex vivo case studies
The current study showed that a markerless naviga-
tion system is able to provide a virtual overlay onto a 

3D-printed phantom. However, the clinical applicability 
of the system should also be highlighted. We therefore 
present two examples of simulated surgical procedures 
on a cadaveric foot (Fig. 7a and b), one simulating a pro-
cedure from trauma surgery and one simulating a vascu-
lar intervention.

In trauma surgery, precise placement of k-wires is cru-
cial, and is  often facilitated by intra-operative X-rays to 
achieve 3D insight. In an augmented reality setup, radia-
tion can either be avoided or substantially reduced. This 
shortens the surgical procedure and makes it safer for 
patient and treatment team. Traditional marker-based 
AR methods, such as those using QR codes, prove inad-
equate in these cases due to 1) the movement of the 
patient’s body during surgery and 2) the varied fracture 
approaches by the surgeon, during which visibility of 
the QR marker cannot be guaranteed. The AR software 
solution proposed in the current paper overcomes these 
challenges, providing a markerless overlay with real-time 
re-registration that adjusts to rigid movements. Figure 7c 
shows a virtual overlay containing the internal bone 
structures, a simulated vessel and three k-wire trajecto-
ries, referred to with arrows. A trauma surgeon wearing 
the AR headset was then asked to insert the k-wires into 
the cadaver piece as precisely as possible, following the 

Fig. 6 Euclidean offset per overlaying technique. The figure shows the distribution of the found Euclidean offset between the thirteen 3D-printed 
measuring points and the 13 virtually overlayed measuring points as provided via the ARCUS system (red circles) and the Vuforia method (blue 
triangles)

Table 1 The mean accuracy and precision for both methods

Method Mean Euclidian 
Distance (mm)

Range (mm, 
95% confidence 
interval)

ARCUS System 12.443 11.273 − 13.614

Vuforia QR Code 5.018 4.186 − 5.849
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virtually planned trajectory of the cylinders. The surgeon 
was able to conduct this procedure with the proposed 
technology and reported great promise of the technol-
ogy. Moreover, results albeit underpowered showed that 
differences between planned entry- and exit points of the 
bone and the real placement of the k-wire were on par 
with the results reported in the current study.

In vascular surgery additional ultrasound imaging is 
often used for finding and puncturing of a vessel. The 
proposed technology prevents additional imaging. To 
simulate human vasculature, we introduced a covered 
endovascular stent (6 mm in diameter) into the foot sub-
cutaneously. This artificial vessel was then filled with 
contrast agent to visualize on a CT scanner (Fig. 7d). A 
skilled (endo)vascular surgeon was asked to puncture 
the vessel while referring to the virtual overlay only. The 
vascular surgeon was able to conduct this simulated pro-
cedure and inserted six needles into the cadaveric foot 
while wearing the AR headset and also reported great 
promise for this technology. With the current accuracy of 
the proposed method as reported in this paper, the vas-
cular surgeon punctured the vessel once, grazed the stent 
directly against the stent wall twice and missed it three 
times with a maximum offset of 3.1 mm.

Discussion
The goal of the current study was to evaluate the feasi-
bility of a markerless system as a prototype for possible 
clinical applications. The correlation between the true 
3D-printed points and those estimated by the marker-
less system were assessed for the x-, y- and z-axis in the 
robotic arm coordinate system, and the actual offset in 

millimeters was assessed by comparing the markerless 
system with a QR code system.

The correlation coefficients show that there is an 
almost perfect correlation between the true points on the 
3D-printed face and the virtual overlay as provided by 
the markerless system. This shows that the found offsets 
are mostly translational instead of angular and seem to be 
systematic. With the relative correlation of the x-, y- and 
z-axis being this high, these results are promising. How-
ever, the absolute distances, meaning  the offset in mil-
limeters between de actual coordinate and the estimated 
coordinate needs improvements for actual clinical use of 
the technology.

When the absolute offset in millimeters of the mark-
erless system is compared with the QR marker system, 
results in Fig.  6 show that both the QR marker tech-
nique and the markerless technique do not yet reach 
the accepted surgical threshold of 2 mm offset. The QR 
marker technique currently operates closer to the thresh-
old (3-8 mm) than the markerless technique (9-16 mm). 
Both the QR based technique and the markerless tech-
nique thus require further improvements for clinical use. 
However, for further development it is worth emphasiz-
ing the advantages of a markerless technique over a QR 
marker technique. These are summarized in Table 2.

Both markerless and QR marker-based systems 
solve the switching focus problem [5], reducing expo-
sure to radiation, both harmful for patient and surgi-
cal treatment team [9]. The advantage of markerless 
over marker-based AR registration methods is that 
future developments could allow for usage on  ana-
tomical structures with movement, compensation  for 
soft-tissue movements, and use  in an entirely sterile 

Fig. 7 Two simulated surgical cases that demonstrate the clinical applicability of the proposed technology. a and c present the trauma surgical 
case without (a) and with (c) overlay; b and d present the vascular surgical case without (b) and with (d) overlay
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environment. Current markerless AR projection sys-
tems use edge-based registration despite the fact that 
the human body is characterized by smooth transitions 
and organic shapes. Alternative systems using depth-
based markerless registration methods are limited to 
facial features only. The proposed markerless technique 
offers an alternative that overcomes these restrictions 
[36, 37].

A markerless, 3D navigation system for hologram-
guided surgery could improve surgical workflow and 
insight into the individual anatomy by providing a sur-
geon patient-specific information in accurate dimen-
sions and location, without the need for calibration. 
Once the desired precision and accuracy have been 
achieved, the system could provide a precise 3D vir-
tual overlay onto a patient in a matter of seconds. We 
demonstrated in our first ex-vivo setup, using a human 
cadaveric foot, that the tested method is appealing to a 
skilled trauma- and vascular surgeon, appreciating the 
full potential of this novel technology.

Any planned surgical navigation trajectories could 
also be implemented, for example a neurosurgical 
biopsy trajectory or a sacroiliac screw placement trajec-
tory in pelvic surgeries. Further research is needed to 
assess whether improved surgical workflow and insight 
in patient-specific pathology decreases the expected 
surgery time, the use of anesthetics, complication risk, 
hospital costs and radiation dose.

The current version of the markerless technique we 
have developed has limitations. During the measure-
ments, the visualization error of the virtual overlay is 
minimal for the x- and y-axis, but is larger for the z-axis 
of the HoloLens 2. A systematic shift placed the virtual 
overlay at a too far distance along this optical axis. A 
possible explanation for this phenomenon could be 
lack of depth information, since currently only one 
depth sensor frame is used for registration. The lack of 
data could prohibit the HoloLens 2 from proper posi-
tioning of the virtual overlay into the room as based 
on the depth information. Furthermore, the Inertial 

Measuring Unit of the HoloLens 2 used to calculate 
its position and orientation in world coordinates could 
have had a limited accuracy.

The system is currently only applicable to rigid struc-
tures and does not yet compensate for non-rigid move-
ments of anatomical body parts. Consequently, if a 
registration is performed on the HoloLens 2 with the 
created navigation system, an anatomical structure 
should be in the exact same position as it was when a 
medical scan was performed with the currently used 
registration methods. To overcome these problems, 
one or more types of non-rigid registration must be 
implemented for use with deformable body parts. 
The ARCUS system works with live depth data, which 
allows for extensive future development with respect to 
non-rigid adaptation to the real-time situation. Moreo-
ver, techniques such as human pose estimation could 
be combined with automated rigging of patient-specific 
3D models to adapt the template 3D model to the live 
situation.

The robotic arm accuracy tests were conducted by 
using green spheres to position  the tooltip onto. We 
noticed a constant presence of jitter of the overlayed vir-
tual content when registered with the Vuforia QR code, 
which could have resulted in a lower outcome than when 
the stability of the virtual content would have been more 
secure. However, no changes could be made to the Vufo-
ria system to prevent this issue since it concerns com-
mercial software that is not open-source. Furthermore, 
for both methods, the precise estimation of the move-
ment in the y- and z-direction of the robotic arm was 
ambiguous. As soon as the tooltip reached the green 
sphere with a diameter of 1  mm, the bright light of the 
virtual overlay obstructed the depth perception for the 
observer. Therefore, movement in y- and z-direction 
were hard to distinguish, which could have resulted in a 
maximum measurement error of 1 mm in these measure-
ments, that is the radius of the green sphere, lowering the 
accuracy. Future research should therefore include the 
option to dim the brightness of the overlay during use.

Table 2 A comparison of capabilities for the ARCUS system and the control method

Markerless technique (ARCUS) QR Marker 
techniques 
(Vuforia)

Instant registration Yes Yes

Able to work without markers Yes No

Able to work with non-rigid structures in the future Yes No

Able to keep virtual overlay in place after covering target Yes No

Works without calibration, thereby decreasing surgical time Yes No

Precision and accuracy below surgical threshold (< 2.0 mm) No No
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Conclusion
The current paper shows that clinical usability of the 
depth-based, markerless, augmented reality navigation 
system is promising. Correlations on the x-, y- and z-axis 
between actual coordinates and the system estimates are 
almost perfect. Compared to QR marker techniques, the 
system underperforms. However, both the markerless 
system and marker techniques currently do not match 
surgical standards. Yet, markerless depth-based holo-
gram-guided surgery techniques have important benefits 
over marker techniques, both theoretical and practical. 
Future research is needed to explore the clinical impor-
tance of such markerless systems as the one proposed in 
this study.
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